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Abstract

Stacked-Bottle-Neck (SBN) feature extraction is a crucial part of modern automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. The

SBN network traditionally contains a hidden layer between the BN and output layers. Recently, we have observed that an SBN

architecture without this hidden layer (i.e. direct BN-layer – output-layer connection) performs better for a single language but

fails in scenarios where a network pre-trained in multilingual fashion is ported to a target language. In this paper, we describe two

strategies allowing the direct-connection SBN network to indeed benefit from pre-training with a multilingual net: (1) pre-training

multilingual net with the hidden layer which is discarded before porting to the target language and (2) using only the the direct-

connection SBN with triphone targets both in multilingual pre-training and porting to the target language. The results are reported

on IARPA-BABEL limited language pack (LLP) data.
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1. Introduction

One of the recent challenges in speech recognition community is to build an ASR system with limited in-domain

data. The data hungry algorithms for training ASR system components have to be modified to be effective with less

data. This applies mainly to neural networks (NNs) which are part of essentially any state-of-the-art ASR system

today and can be placed in any of the main ASR parts: feature extraction (e.g.1), acoustic model (e.g.2) and language

model (e.g.3).

NNs usually have to be trained on a large amount of in-domain data in order to perform well. The need for large

training data sets can be alleviated by layer-wise training4 or unsupervised pre-training5. Another techniques such as

dropout6 and maxout7 effectively reduce the number of parameters in the neural network during the training.
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To improve the performance of a neural network, its size can be increased. The above mentioned dropout and

maxout techniques are employed to prevent over-training. The over-training can be also prevented by introducing a

regularization term into the objective function8,9.

Another way to improve NN performance is to impose a certain structure on the NN or compose more NNs together.

The typical example of the first method are Convolutive Neural Networks10,11. The NN compositions typically consist

of two NNs, where the outputs of one NN form inputs to the other one. Those composed NNs are mostly used in

place of feature extractors and the most typical compositions today are Stacked Bottle-Neck (SBN)1, Hierarchical

MRASTA12 and Shifting Deep Bottle-Neck13 which is very similar to1 and its one-network version14. It became

evident that there are two factors important for the success of these compositions:

• compression of the features through a Bottle-Neck (BN) layer15

• putting larger contexts of the first NN outputs into the input of the second NN

Another advantage of using a Bottle-Neck layer in a NN, at least to our experience, is, that it serves as some form of

regularization and other regularization techniques are not necessary.

The IARPA BABEL program with its goal to quickly train a keyword spotting system for new language with

minimum in-domain transcribed speech data encouraged research in training multilingual NN and porting such mul-

tilingual NN to new language16,17,18. Thus the effort to improve the NN performance has to be evaluated also in the

context of multilingual training and porting of trained NN to target language.

2. Experimental setup

The setup is adopted from16 and all results are directly comparable.

2.1. Data

The IARPA Babel Program requires the use of a limited amount of training data which simulates the case of what

one could collect in limited time from a completely new language. It consists mainly of telephone conversation

speech, but scripted recordings as well as far field recordings are present too. Two training scenarios are defined for

each language – Full Language Pack (FLP), where all collected data are available for training – about 100 hours of

speech; and Limited Language Pack (LLP) consisting only of one tenth of FLP. As training data, we consider only

the transcribed speech. Vocabulary and language model (LM) training data are defined with respect to the Language

Pack. They consist of speech word transcriptions of the given data pack.

The following data releases were used in this work: Cantonese IARPA-babel101-v0.4c (CA), Pashto IARPA-

babel104b-v0.4aY (PA), Turkish IARPA-babel105-v0.6 (TU), Tagalog IARPA-babel106-v0.2g (TA), Vietnamese

IARPA-babel107b-v0.7 (VI), Assamese IARPA-babel102b-v0.5a (AS), Bengali IARPA-babel103b-v0.4b (BE), Haitian

Creole IARPA-babel201b-v0.2b (HA), Lao IARPA-babel203b-v3.1a (LA) and Zulu IARPA-babel206b-v0.1e (ZU).

The characteristics of the languages can be found in19. The FLP data of IARPA-babel10* (CA, PA, TU, TA, VI,

AS, BE) languages are used for multilingual NN training. The rest of the languages (HA, LA, ZU) are considered

as target languages. LLP data are used for NN porting and for training of GMM-HMM system. Statistics for LLP

training set of target languages are given in Tab. 1 together with the development set used for system evaluation. The

amounts of data refer to the speech segments after dropping the long portions of silence.

2.2. SBN DNN hierarchy for feature extraction

The NN input features are composed of logarithmized outputs of 24 Mel-scaled filters applied on squared FFT

magnitudes (critical band energies, CRBE) and 10 F0-related coefficients. The filter-bank spans frequencies from

64Hz to 3800Hz. The F0-related coefficients consist of F0 and probability of voicing estimated according to20 and
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Table 1. Statistics of test languages data. Training (LLP) and development set

Language HA LA ZU

LLP hours 7.9 8.1 8.4

LM sentences 9861 11577 10644

LM words 93131 93328 60832

dictionary 5333 3856 14962

# tied states 1257 1453 1379

dev hours 7.4 6.6 7.4

# words 81087 81661 50053

OOV rate [%] 4.1 1.8 22.4

smoothed by dynamic programming, F0 estimates obtained by Snack tool1 function getf0 and seven coefficients of

Fundamental Frequency Variations spectrum21.

Conversation-side based mean subtraction is applied on the whole feature vector. 11 frames of CRBE+F0s are

stacked together. A Hamming window is used, followed by DCT. 0th to 5th cosine base are applied on the time

trajectory of each parameter resulting in 34 × 6 = 204 coefficients on the first-stage NN input. Such an input vector is

mean and variance normalized by norms computed over the whole training set.

A structure of two 6-layer DNNs is employed according to1. The first stage DNN in the Stacked Bottle-Neck

(SBN) hierarchy has four hidden layers. The 1st, 2nd and 4th layers have 1500 units with sigmoid activation function.

The 3rd is the BN layer having 80 units with linear activation function. The BN layer outputs are stacked (hence

Stacked Bottle-Neck) over 21 frames and downsampled by factor of five before entering the second stage DNN. The

second stage DNN is the same as the first one with exception of the BN layer size. In this DNN, it has 30 units.

Outputs of the second stage DNN BN layer are the final outputs forming the BN features for GMM-HMM recognition

system.

Forced alignments were generated with the provided segmentations. Re-segmentation stripping off long silence

parts was done afterwards. Tied triphone states are used as NN targets.

2.3. Recognition system

The evaluation system is based on BN features only and thus directly reflects the changes in neural networks we

made. The BN features are BN outputs transformed by Maximum Likelihood Linear Transform (MLLT), which con-

siders HMM states as classes. The models are trained by single-pass retraining from an HLDA-PLP initial system. 12

Gaussian components per state were found to be sufficient for MLLT-BN features. 12 maximum likelihood iterations

are done to settle HMMs in the BN feature space.

The final word transcriptions are decoded using 3gram LM trained only on the transcriptions of LLP training data

– this is consistent with BABEL rules, where the LLP data only can be used for system training.

2.4. Multilingual SBN training and porting

The multilingual DNNs in SBN system are trained with the last layer – softmax – split into several blocks. Each

block accommodates training targets from one language. This was found superior to having NNs with one-softmax

representing either full or compacted target set22. Context-independent phoneme states were used as targets for

multilingual NN training.

The trained multilingual DNN is ported to the target language in two steps:

1. Training of the last layer. The last layer of multilingual NN is dropped and a new one is initialized randomly

with number of outputs given by the number of tied states in the target language. Only this layer is trained keep-

1 www.speech.kth.se/snack/
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Table 2. Performance of SBN hierarchies employing DNNs with different topologies. DNNs are trained on LLP data of individual languages.

WER[%]

DNN structure HA LA ZU

IN-2xHL-BN-HL-OUT 65.9 63.6 74.2

IN-2xHL-BN-OUT 65.1 63.3 73.7
IN-3xHL-BN-OUT 64.8 62.6 73.9

ing the rest of the NN fixed.

2. Retraining of the whole NN. The remaining layers are released and the whole NN is retrained. The starting

learning rate for this phase is set to one tenth of the usual value.

The best performing scenario from our previous work23 in which both NNs from SBN hierarchy undergo the

same porting process is used here. Though porting the first NN basically changes the inputs to the second one, so

that problems with adaptation could be expected. The experiments revealed that while retraining the NN with small

learning rate (fine-tuning), the NN in able to adapt also to slight changes in input features.

3. Experiments

3.1. Changing the DNN topology

Experiments with topology of NN with BN were done shortly after introduction of BN features in24. Three hidden

layer NNs with constant number of trainable parameters were used with Bottle-Neck layer being the middle one. The

experiments with changing the ratio of neurons in layer before and after the BN layer show that the layer before should

be bigger than the layer after BN. However, the results were not very consistent as a further increase of the size in the

first hidden layer led to the degradation of ASR performance.

Another set of experiments compared the three hidden layer NN version with NN having only two hidden layers,

where the bottle-neck layer directly precedes the output one. Again, the number of parameters in both versions was

fixed, so the number of neurons in the first hidden layer of the two hidden layer NN was higher than in the three

hidden layer version. The results showed that using three hidden layers – i.e. having large hidden layer between BN

and output layer – is preferable.

During the time between the work24 and today we enlarged the NN – increased the number of hidden layer as well

as increased the number of neurons in the hidden layers – and used finer target units. However, there were still the big

hidden layers between the Bottle-Neck and output layers.

Our experiments tested the necessity of hidden layers (HLs) after the BN again. Two kinds of SBN hierarchies were

trained. The first one followed the description in section 2.2, i.e. two NNs with topology IN-HL-HL-BN-HL-OUT
∼ IN-2xHL-BN-HL-OUT. In the second case, the hidden layer after the bottle-neck was omitted and the NNs have

the following topology: IN-HL-HL-BN-OUT ∼ IN-2xHL-BN-OUT with a direct BN-layer – output-layer connection.

Note that the total number of trainable parameters is not fixed, the hidden layers have always 1500 neurons, NN with

topology IN-2xHL-BN-OUT has about 65% of parameters compare to the NN with structure IN-2xHL-BN-HL-OUT.

The recognition results using these two variations of DNNs are shown in the first two lines of Table 2. To our

surprise, the second version of DNN provided better results than the original structure. Encouraged by these results,

the third version of SBNs was trained. It had one more hidden layer before BN, thus having topology IN-HL-HL-HL-
BN-OUT ∼ IN-3xHL-BN-OUT. This version has similar number of parameters as the original structure (the number

of parameters increases by about 15%). Results using this structure are on the third line of Table 2. For Haitian and

Lao, further improvement was achieved, a slight degradation is observed for Zulu.
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Table 3. Summary of training sets used for multilingual SBN training.

# languages 5 7
amount of data [hours] 283 405

monophone state targets 1368 1656

tied-triphone state targets 25270 31768

Table 4. Performance of SBN hierarchies ported from multilingual ones. The multilingual DNNs have different topologies and training targets.

WER[%]

multilingual training set 5 languages 7 languages

multilingual DNN structure targets porting HA LA ZU HA LA ZU

IN-2xHL-BN-HL-OUT phoneme states original 62.0 58.3 71.2 61.0 57.7 70.5

IN-3xHL-BN-OUT phoneme states original 62.4 58.8 72.1 61.8 58.5 71.9

IN-3xHL-BN-OUT tied triphones original 60.8 57.1 70.8 59.9 56.7 70.4

IN-3xHL-BN-HL-OUT phoneme states modified 61.4 57.6 71.0 60.7 57.3 70.8

3.2. Multilingual SBN porting

Since the topology of DNNs in target language SBN feature extraction is inherited from the multilingual one, the

next step was to train the multilingual DNNs with the best topology (IN-3xHL-BN-OUT) and evaluate the ported

system. Our previous work25,16 has shown that training multilingual DNN with block-softmax output layer, where

each block accommodates one language, is preferable to one-softmax for all languages. Therefore, here we report

results obtained by porting multilingual NNs having the block-softmax output layer.

Two sets of training languages were created to strengthen significance of the results. The smaller one contained 5

languages – CA, PA, TU, TA, VI. The bigger one contained all 7 training languages. Table 3 summarizes these two

training sets.

The multilingual SBN hierarchies were ported to target languages according to sec 2.4.

The first two lines of Table 4 show the results obtained with ported multilingual network together with the results

obtained with the original SBN hierarchy (topology: IN-2xHL-BN-HL-OUT; output non-linearity: block-softmax).

We can see that after porting the multilingual SBN hierarchy to the target language, the old topology performs better

than the new one.

3.3. Tied-triphone states targets

Attempts to use the tied-triphone states as targets for multilingual DNN training in our previous work16 were not

successful due to a parameter explosion. The number of weights between the large hidden layer and the even larger

output layer was dominating the DNN size. Since the modified DNN topology has a small BN layer before the output

one, the size of weight matrix will be reduced significantly making the use of tied-triphones as targets feasible.

Multilingual SBN DNN hierarchies were trained on both training sets using tied-triphone states as targets.

The results are shown on the third line of Table 4. It can be seen that using the modified DNN topology together

with tied-triphone states as targets leads to an improvement over the original SBN architecture.

3.4. Modifications in multilingual SBN porting

The modified DNN topology using monophone state targets for multilingual training does not perform as well as

expected after the porting described in section 3.2. The performance of such a SBN hierarchy is lower than the original

topology. But the advantages coming from the modified DNN topology as seen in the section 3.1 should appear in the

subsequent steps in the processing chain such as semi-supervised training and speaker adaptive training26 where the

DNNs are again retrained on larger amount of target language data.

To be able to make the most of both positive aspects – having an output layer right after bottle-neck one for

monolingual NNs, and having a (large) hidden layer between Bottle-Neck and output layers – we need to change the
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Table 5. Performance of systems where multilingual SBN hierarchy with DNN topology IN-2xHL-BN-HL-OUT trained on 5 languages was ported

by the original and modified way. The topology of ported DNNs is either IN-2xHL-BN-HL-OUT or IN-2xHL-BN-OUT. WER[%]

structure of ported DNN HA LA ZU

IN-2xHL-BN-HL-OUT 62.7 58.6 71.6

IN-2xHL-BN-OUT 61.9 58.2 71.4

porting procedure. The multilingual DNN will be trained with hidden layer between bottle-neck and output layer.

Then:

1. All layers after the bottle-neck will be cut off. A new BN-to-output layer will be initialized randomly and trained,

keeping the rest of the NN fixed.

2. The whole network will be retrained as in previous cases.

Before running extensive training of multilingual NNs, an evaluation of this idea was done on an already trained

multilingual NNs trained on 5 languages. They have the original topology IN-2xHL-BN-HL-OUT and the block-

softmax output non-linearity accommodating phoneme states targets. The topologies of ported DNNs are either IN-
2xHL-BN-HL-OUT when the original porting approach is used, or IN-2xHL-BN-OUT when the proposed changes

are applied.

From Table 5 it can be seen that the proposed changes in porting strategy have a positive effect on WER of the

ported SBN hierarchy. Note, the improvement is achieved despite the reduction of trainable parameters in ported

DNNs.

Next, a SBN hierarchy was trained on each training set. The DNNs have topology IN-HL-HL-HL-BN-HL-OUT ∼
IN-3xHL-BN-HL-OUT. The DNNs with tied-triphone state targets are not trained as it was shown that a parameter

explosion prevents efficient DNN training16.

The results after porting the multilingual DNNs to the target language with the altered porting procedure are given

on the forth line of Table 4. It can be seen that IN-3xHL-BN-HL-OUT topology together with the altered porting

procedure outperforms the original strategy and brings additional improvement over the results shown in Table 5. It

is also clear that the modified DNN topology (IN-3xHL-BN-OUT) with tied-triphone state targets provides further

improvement. However, the difference between these competing modifications is not big.

3.5. Performance of multilingual BN features

Since the difference between the performance of ported systems obtained from either (i) modified DNN topology

with tied-triphone state targets by the original porting procedure or (ii) the original DNN topology with phoneme state

targets with altered porting procedure is not big, the decision whether to use one or the other may depend on behavior

of these systems in different conditions. In our case, the performance of purely multilingual BN features on the target

language is also important. With such multilingual features (after multilingual RDT), the audio data for new language

are aligned and automatically transcribed when the reference transcription is missing.

Table 6 presents the performance of multilingual BN features processed the same way as the target language

specific features to allow straight and fair comparison with them (sec. 3.1). The first line gives the performance of BN

features trained only on target data with the original DNN topology IN-2xHL-BN-HL-OUT – the first line in Table 2.

The following lines show performance of BN features obtained from discussed multilingual SBN DNN hierarchies –

(i) DNN with topology IN-3xHL-BN-OUT and triphone state targets and (ii) IN-3xHL-BN-HL-OUT DNN topology

with phoneme state targets.

Both variants of the multilingual features outperform the language-specific ones. Comparing between different

DNN topologies, we see that the results are very similar. Slightly better performance is provided by the (ii) – the orig-

inal DNN topology with phoneme state targets. Thus if higher quality initial forced alignment and mainly automatic

transcription is preferred, the DNNs with this topology would be chosen to generate the bottle-neck features.
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Table 6. Performance of multilingual BN features on target languages. WER[%]

training set DNN structure HA LA ZU

original 65.9 63.6 74.2

(i) 64.8 60.6 72.5
5 languages

(ii) 64.7 61.1 72.4

(i) 63.8 60.1 72.1
7 languages

(ii) 63.9 60.4 71.7

4. Conclusions

We show the effect of modified DNN topology in the Stacked Bottle-Neck hierarchy feature extractor. It was

shown that the conclusions made shortly after introduction of Bottle-Neck features are not valid in the current settings.

Namely, we have contradicted the necessity of large hidden layer between bottle-neck and output layer. We showed

improved performance when this layer was omitted and a direct BN-layer – output-layer connection is introduced.

The improvement is achieved despite dramatic one-third reduction of trainable parameters in DNNs. By moving the

previously omitted layer before the Bottle-Neck one (which leads to similar number of trainable parameters) further

improvement can be achieved.

We continued our effort by introducing such modified DNN topology to multilingual training because the DNN

topology for the target language is inherited from the multilingual one by a porting procedure. It was shown, that the

modified DNN topology is not suitable for multilingual training and subsequent porting.

Therefore, two alternation are investigated. The first one we have applied was the replacement of phoneme states

targets by tied-triphone states. Thanks to the small Bottle-Neck layer, a parameter explosion and thus large computa-

tional demands are avoided. Porting the SBN hierarchy with modified DNN topology and tied-triphone state targets

brings improvement over the original method.

The second evaluated alternation took place in the porting process. Here, the multilingual DNN still has a large

hidden layer between the bottle-neck and output layers during the training. But it is dropped in the first phase of

porting, when all layers after BN are removed, and single BN-to-output layer is initialized. This led to an improvement

over the original training and porting procedure too.

In both cases the monolingual SBN hierarchy with desired DNN topology is obtained. Lower WER was achieved

by the first variant which uses the tied-triphone states as targets and a direct BN to output layer connection during

the multilingual training. Since the differences in results are not so large, other criteria may drive the decision which

method to use. In our case it is the performance of multilingual BN features themselves, prior to porting to the target

language. We show that the multilingual bottle-neck features obtained by the second variant achieves slightly better

results.
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